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(54) A video display system, a shutter glasses device and a method for operating shutter glasses

(57) A video display system, comprising a video sig-
nal source (110) configured to receive a plurality of video
signals comprising video frames, a display controller
(120) configured to display the video frames of the video
signals such that the video frames of at least one video
signal are alternated with the video frames of at least one
other video signal, at least one pair of shutter glasses
(150) configured to be driven by a synchronization signal,
a shutter glasses synchronizer (140) configured to syn-
chronize the operation of the shutter glasses (150) with
the display of the video frames of the video signals via
synchronization signals, wherein the shutter glasses syn-
chronizer (140) is configured to transmit a synchroniza-
tion signal for each displayed video signal on a separate
synchronization channel, and at least one of the shutter
glasses (150) comprises a synchronization channel se-
lector (153) configured to receive the synchronization sig-
nal via a synchronization channel and to change the syn-
chronization channel via which to receive the synchroni-
zation signal.
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Description

Description

[0001] The invention relates to a video display system
capable of presenting a plurality of video signals on a
single display screen.
[0002] Watching television or other video signals often
generates a conflict of interest, when each of a plurality
of viewers in front of a display screen wishes to watch a
different video. A typical solution to divide the screen into
a plurality of regions and display a separate video in each
region requires a display screen of a large size and is
not satisfactory for viewers, as the viewers are distracted
by the other video signals.
[0003] A US patent application No. US2007/0263003
"Screen sharing method and apparatus" presents an ap-
paratus for providing video feeds to at least two viewers
using a common display, wherein each viewer uses an
individual shuttered filter and the apparatus comprises a
control unit operable to control the display to alternately
display an image from a first video feed and an image
from a second video feed and to synchronize the first
shuttered filter to the display such that the first filter is
shuttered when the second video feed image is displayed
and to synchronize the second shuttered filter to the dis-
play such that the second filter is shuttered when the first
video feed image is displayed. Thereby, only the first vid-
eo feed image is provided to the first viewer using the
first shuttered filter and only the second vieo feed image
is provided to the second viewer using the second shut-
tered filter. The shuttered filters may have a form of typical
LCD shutter glasses. While the document concentrates
on the synchronization between the displayed images
and the shuttered filters, it does not specify how the in-
dividual users may select the image to be displayed.
[0004] A common method for controlling the image to
be displayed on a display is to use a remote controller.
In particular, in case of television signal, the remote con-
troller may enable selection of a particular channel to be
viewed by the user. In case of multiple video signals dis-
played by a single display, a sophisticated remote con-
troller could be provided to be operable by all users, or
a separate remote controller could be dedicated to each
pair of shutter glasses. Some users might want to share
their experience of watching a particular video with the
other users. In case of television programs, this would
require the user to communicate the channel number of
the watched program to the other users, who could use
their remote controllers to change the video channel,
which can be complicated in case the receiver has a large
number of channels or the particular channel is a less
known one.
[0005] The aim of the present invention is to provide a
system for displaying multiple video feeds which facili-
tates sharing the viewing experience between users of
the system.
[0006] The object of the invention is a video display

system, comprising a video signal source configured to
receive a plurality of video signals comprising video
frames, a display controller configured to display the vid-
eo frames of the video signals such that the video frames
of at least one video signal are alternated with the video
frames of at least one other video signal, at least one pair
of shutter glasses configured to be driven by a synchro-
nization signal, a shutter glasses synchronizer config-
ured to synchronize the operation of the shutter glasses
with the display of the video frames of the video signals
via synchronization signals, wherein the shutter glasses
synchronizer is configured to transmit a synchronization
signal for each displayed video signal on a separate syn-
chronization channel, and wherein at least one of the
shutter glasses comprises a synchronization channel se-
lector configured to receive the synchronization signal
via a synchronization channel and to change the syn-
chronization channel via which to receive the synchroni-
zation signal.
[0007] The system may comprise at least two pairs of
shutter glasses configured to be driven by individual syn-
chronization signals transmitted on separate synchroni-
zation channels, wherein at least one of the shutter glass-
es may comprise a synchronization channel selector con-
figured to change the synchronization channel to a chan-
nel via which a synchronization signal is received by an-
other pair of shutter glasses.
[0008] The video signals can be mono video signals
and/or stereoscopic video signals.
[0009] The shutter glasses synchronizer may com-
prise a timing synchronizer configured to generate syn-
chronization signals for each video signal based on indi-
vidual parameters of the video signal.
[0010] At least one synchronization signal can be
scrambled and at least one of the shutter glasses may
comprise a synchronization channel selector configured
to descramble the synchronization signal.
[0011] At least one of the shutter glasses may com-
prise a signal source controller configured to configure
parameters of the video signal to be displayed for the
particular pair of shutter glasses.
[0012] The signal source controller can be controllable
by the user via a user interface embedded within the
frame of the shutter glasses.
[0013] The synchronization channel may further com-
prise an identifier of the video signal and/or an identifier
of a pair of shutter glasses.
[0014] Another object of the invention is a shutter
glasses device, comprising a controller configured to
drive a left shutter glass and a right shutter glass respon-
sively to a synchronization signal, and a synchronization
channel selector, configured to receive the synchroniza-
tion signal via one of a plurality of synchronization chan-
nels and to change the synchronization channel via which
the synchronization signal is received.
[0015] The device may further comprise a user inter-
face embedded within the frame of the shutter glasses
for controlling the synchronization channel selector.
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[0016] The device may further comprise an embedded
display configured to display additional information re-
ceived in the synchronization channel.
[0017] The object of the invention is also a method for
operating shutter glasses comprising the steps of driving
a left shutter glass and a right shutter glass responsively
to a synchronization signal, receiving the synchronization
signal via one of a plurality of synchronization channels,
and in response to a user request, changing the synchro-
nization channel via which the synchronization signal is
received.
[0018] The method may further comprise the step of
upon activation of the shutter glasses, sending a video
feed start request to a display controller, the video feed
start request comprising an identifier of a video signal.
[0019] The method may further comprise the step of
upon deactivation of the shutter glasses, sending a video
feed stop request to a display controller, the video feed
stop request comprising an identifier of the shutter glass-
es.
[0020] The method may further comprise the steps of
receiving a descrambling key, descrambling the data re-
ceived via the synchronization channel using the de-
scrambling key.
[0021] The invention will be described with reference
to a drawing, in which:

Fig. 1 shows the structure of the system according
to the invention;
Fig. 2 shows the concept of alternate display of video
frames and synchronization channels;
Fig. 3 shows a procedure of operation of a video
display controller;
Fig. 4 shows a procedure of operation of a shutter
glasses synchronizer;
Fig. 5 shows a procedure of operation of shutter
glasses; and
Fig. 6 shows exemplary shutter glasses.

[0022] Fig. 1 shows the structure of the system accord-
ing to the invention. The system comprises a video signal
source 110 configured to receive a plurality of video sig-
nals from one or more devices. The devices may be
stand-alone devices, such as a DVD player, a television
set-top box, a game console, or electronic components
of the system, such as a computer video card, a satellite,
cable or terrestrial television tuner, a network card. In the
simplest embodiment, the video signal source 110 may
be a data input port configured to receive a plurality of
video signals.
[0023] Each video signal comprises video frames,
which when displayed at a sufficient frame rate, e.g. 24
or 30 frames per second, provide a motion picture expe-
rience to the user watching the frames displayed con-
secutively one after another. The video signals can be
mono signals or stereoscopic signals, comprising alter-
nating left and right frames, to be viewed by the left or
right eye of the user watching the signal.

[0024] The frames are displayed on a display 130 with
a display screen, capable of displaying preferably more
than 30 frames per second, for example 100 or 200
frames per second. The display 130 receives a signal to
be displayed from a display controller 120, which is con-
figured to display the video frames of the video signals
such that the video frames of at least one video signal
are alternated with the video frames of at least one other
video signal, as shown on Fig. 2.
[0025] The video signals are to be watched by the us-
ers of the system via shutter glasses 150, each config-
ured to be driven by a synchronization signal. The syn-
chronization signal defines the opening and closing time
of the left and right glass, such as to show a particular
frame to the left and right eye of the user. The synchro-
nization signals are generated by a shutter glasses syn-
chronizer 140, configured to synchronize the operation
of the shutter glasses 150 with the display of the video
frames. A timing synchronizer 141 is used to calculate
the exact timing at which opening and closing signals are
to be transmitted to the shutter glasses, taking into ac-
count such parameters as the parameters of the video
signal (brightness, amount of change between consec-
utive frames), parameters of the display screen (frame
display delay), parameters of the shutter glasses (open-
ing and closing delay, synchronization signal processing
time) and/or parameters of the transmission channel
(synchronization signal transmission speed, channel de-
lay). A synchronization channel manager 142 is used to
establish a separate synchronization channel for each
synchronization signal.
[0026] A synchronization signal for each video signal
is transmitted by the synchronizer 140 on a separate syn-
chronization channel, as indicated on Fig. 2. The syn-
chronization channels may be established over a wired
or wireless medium. They may be proprietary channels,
accessible only to a specific type of shutter glasses. Al-
ternatively, the channels may be established in a stand-
ardized manner, for example according to Bluetooth or
802.11-type standards. Each channel may be freely ac-
cessible to all devices or may comprise scrambled data.
Scrambling may be performed by using any known algo-
rithm allowing data descrambling upon entering a de-
scrambling key. The descrambling key may be a simple
numerical sequence to be entered by the user via the
shutter glasses. In this way, each user may allow access
to the video feeds established by the user only to other
users who know the descrambling key. This allows pa-
rental control of certain video feeds or sharing feeds only
between members of the same team in multiplayer video
games.
[0027] At least one of the shutter glasses 150 is con-
figured to change the synchronization channel via which
to receive the synchronization signal. The manner in
which the shutter glasses 150 according to the invention
can change the synchronization channel is described in
more details with reference to Fig. 5.
[0028] Each of the shutter glasses 150 can have a
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unique identifier 151 assigned, which can be used to
identify the particular pair of shutter glasses 150 in com-
munication with the synchronizer 140, the controller 120
and/or other shutter glasses 150.
[0029] A signal source controller 152 is used to con-
figure the parameters of the signal to be displayed for
the particular pair of shutter glasses 150, such as signal
input (selection of signal source, such a tv/dvd/game con-
sole), signal source identifier (such as a tv channel
number), video signal parameters (such as brightness,
contrast). The signal source controller 152 can be inte-
grated with the shutter glasses as shown in Fig. 6, for
example may have a form of a plurality of buttons located
at the frame, a separate controller or a common controller
shared by a plurality of users. The signal source controller
152 sends signal source control messages to the display
controller, the messages comprising a shutter glasses
identifier 151 and a command to start or close a video
feed or one more of the above-mentioned parameters of
the signal to be displayed. The signal source control mes-
sages are received and processed by the display con-
troller according to the procedure shown in Fig. 3.
[0030] A synchronization channels selector 153 is
used to select appropriate channel transmitting synchro-
nization data on the video signal source the user wishes
to view, which can be either a video signal associated
with the particular pair of shutter glasses 150 or a video
signal associated with another shutter pair of shutter
glasses 150, selected by a channel change command.
The channel change command is preferably entered by
a button located at the frame of the glasses, as shown
in Fig. 6. The synchronization channels selector 153 may
be further configured to descramble the synchronization
signals, by handling a descrambling algorithm operating
with a descrambling key, entered e.g. via the buttons 601
or 602 of the shutter glasses.
[0031] Synchronization data received from the syn-
chronization channel are transmitted to a shutter glasses
controller 154, configured to operate the left shutter glass
155 and the right shutter glass 156.
[0032] The video display system according to the in-
vention is therefore capable of displaying multiple video
signals and facilitates sharing the viewing experience be-
tween users of the system by allowing the users to
change the synchronization channel via which the shutter
glasses receive the synchronization signals. Therefore,
each user may easily check the signal watched by an-
other user via simply changing the synchronization chan-
nel, without the need to know the video signal parameters
(e.g. television channel number) of the signal watched
by the other user. The system may thus facilitate sharing
experience during watching television (to easily tune to
another television channel watched by another user) or
playing video games (to see the game from the perspec-
tive of other users). Furthermore, the system may be con-
figured that the number of video signals displayed is high-
er than the number of shutter glasses. For example, a
plurality of signals may be assigned to one user, such as

a plurality of favorite channels which the user may easily
change and share with other users, or in case of video
games or interactive video feeds - a plurality of views
from different perspective. In a simplest embodiment, the
system can handle only one pair of shutter glasses and
a plurality of video feeds.
[0033] Fig. 2 shows the concept of alternate display of
video frames and synchronization channels. The line
"DISPLAY" indicates the frames displayed on the display
screen, wherein left video frames L1 and right video
frames R1 of a first stereoscopic video signal S1 are al-
ternated with left video frames L2 and right video frames
R2 of a second stereoscopic video signal S2, which are
alternated with mono video frames B3 of a third video
mono signal S3, which are alternated with blank video
frames X. The Blank video frames may be inserted be-
tween the video frames of the displayed video signals in
order to provide uniform time difference between frames
of the same category, so as to keep constant time differ-
ence between left and right video frames. The synchro-
nization channel SCH1 comprises information on the
opening of the left and right glass for the first video signal
S1, wherein the left glass is open during display of L1
video frames and the right glass is open during display
or R1 video frames. Similarly, the synchronization chan-
nel SCH2 comprises information on the opening of the
left and right glass for the first video signal S2, wherein
the left glass is open during display of L2 video frames
and the right glass is open during display or R2 video
frames. The synchronization channel SCH3 comprises
information on the opening of both glasses for the third
video signal S3, wherein both glasses are open during
display of B3 video frames.
[0034] Fig. 3 presents a procedure of operation of a
video display controller. In case a video feed start request
is received in step 301, for example when a user turns
on the shutter glasses, the video signal associated with
the request is received in step 302 and the parameters
of the video signal are read, such as whether the signal
is mono or stereoscopic signal. Next, in step 303 the order
of frames to be displayed is determined, i.e. how the
frames are to be alternated with the frames of the other
currently active video feeds. Next, in step 303 the shutters
glasses synchronizer is notified on the new arrangement
of the displayed video signals. The shutter glasses syn-
chronizer may be also notified on the identifier of the vid-
eo signal, such as the name of a television channel, and
the identifier of the pair of shutter glasses requesting the
video signal. The display controller proceeds to display-
ing the video signals with the new settings in step 310.
The steps 302-304 are similarly performed upon receiv-
ing a request to change the displayed video signal in step
305. In case in step 306 a request to stop a video feed
is received, for example when the user turns off the shut-
ter glasses, the reception of the signal is stopped in step
307, for example including turning off a video tuner as-
sociated with the signal, and the controller proceeds to
perform steps 303-304. In this way, a user may initiate
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simultaneous display of a plurality of video feeds, simply
by pressing a "turn on" button of the shutter glasses to
start display of the first video feed, and pressing the "turn
on" button of the shutter glasses again to start display of
the second video feed. Each of the video feeds can be
stopped by pressing the "turn off’ button while watching
the feed. Alternatively, dedicated buttons may be provid-
ed to start and stop display of individual video feeds.
[0035] Fig. 4 shows a procedure of operation of a shut-
ter glasses synchronizer. The synchronizer may receive
in step 401 a notification from the display controller about
new arrangement of displayed video signals. In case this
notification includes data on a new video feed estab-
lished, a new synchronization channel is established in
step 402 by the synchronization channels manager 142
to transmit synchronization with the new video feed. The
new synchronization channel may, apart from the shutter
glasses driving signal, transmit identifier of the video sig-
nal and the identifier of the pair of shutter glasses re-
questing the video signal. The identifiers may be dis-
played by the shutter glasses which comprise embedded
display 611. Next, in step 410 the shutter glasses syn-
chronizer proceeds to transmitting shutter glasses syn-
chronization data according to the arrangement of dis-
played video signals, using the timing synchronizer 141
to properly generate the data. In case the notification
includes information that one of the video feeds is no
longer displayed (or that information is derived by com-
paring the notification with the current configuration), the
synchronization channel associated with the closed vid-
eo feed is closed as well in step 403.
[0036] Fig. 5 shows a procedure of operation of shutter
glasses synchronization channel selector 153. If the shut-
ter glasses comprise embedded signal source controller
152, then on power-on of the glasses in step 501, the
signal source controller 152 may send a video feed start
request to the display controller 120, the request com-
prising an identifier of a video signal, which can identify
a particular signal source, a video signal identifier such
as a default identifier configured to let the display con-
troller select a default signal, a particular television chan-
nel number, a video game player name, a multiview cam-
era number etc. In case the signal source controller 152
is remote from the shutter glasses, it may have to be
activated separately by the user, in order to send the
video feed start request to select a signal to be displayed
for the user of the particular pair of shutter glasses 150.
A plurality of video feeds may be started by the same
pair of shutter glasses 150, for example by pressing a
"power on" button a number of times, wherein upon each
"power on" a new video feed start request is sent to the
display controller 120. The operation of the synchroniza-
tion channel selector 153 may start with a scan of cur-
rently available synchronization channels in step 502 and
selection of a channel transmitting an identifier dedicated
to the particular pair of shutter glasses in step 503. Then,
in step 510 the received synchronization data are passed
to the shutter glasses controller 154 in order to appropri-

ately display the video signal to which the particular chan-
nel synchronizes. In case a synchronization channel
change request is received in step 504, which may be a
next/previous channel request or a request for a partic-
ular channel, for example a channel associated with a
user using a particular other pair of shutter glasses, the
other channel is selected in step 505 and the glasses are
appropriately synchronized in step 510. On power-off of
the glasses, the signal source controller 152 may send
a video feed stop request to the display controller 120,
the video feed stop request comprising an identifier of
the shutter glasses 150, in order to stop displaying one
or more of video feeds requested by the particular pair
of shutter glasses 150.
[0037] Fig. 6 shows exemplary shutter glasses accord-
ing to the invention. The shutter glasses comprise, for
example at one side of the frame, a user interface 601,
e.g. in a form of a set of buttons, to control the synchro-
nization channels selector 153, enabling activation of
such commands as shutter glasses power-on or a next/
previous synchronization channel. The shutter glasses
may further comprise, for example at another side of the
frame, a user interface 602, e.g. in a form of a set of
buttons, to control the signal source controller 152, ena-
bling activation of such commands as television channel
change, volume control, brightness control, etc. Prefer-
ably, each button comprises a raised marking, such as
an arrow or another symbol, which allows the user to
identify the function of a particular button only by touching
and without looking at it. Furthermore, the shutter glasses
may comprise embedded display 611 configured to dis-
play additional information received in the synchroniza-
tion channel data, such as video signal identifier and iden-
tifier of the pair of shutter glasses which requested the
video signal. The embedded display 611 may be an ad-
ditional LCD display applied over one or both LCD
screens forming the shutter glasses or another type of
display arranged next to the LCD screens forming the
shutter glasses.
[0038] It can be easily recognised, by one skilled in the
art, that the aforementioned system, device and method
may be performed and/or controlled by one or more com-
puter programs. Such computer programs are typically
executed by utilizing the computing resources in a com-
puting device such as personal computers, personal dig-
ital assistants, cellular telephones, receivers and decod-
ers of digital television, processors embedded within the
shutter glasses or the like. Applications are stored in non-
volatile memory, for example a flash memory or volatile
memory, for example RAM and are executed by a proc-
essor. These memories are exemplary recording media
for storing computer programs comprising computer-ex-
ecutable instructions performing all the steps of the com-
puter-implemented method according the technical con-
cept presented herein.
[0039] The present invention may be implemented us-
ing any display, for example on computer monitor, a tel-
evision display, a mobile phone, PDA, or a laptop com-
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puter, capable of displaying frames with a rate allowing
simultaneous display of a plurality of video feeds.
[0040] While the invention presented herein has been
depicted, described, and has been defined with reference
to particular preferred embodiments, such references
and examples of implementation in the foregoing speci-
fication do not imply any limitation on the invention. It will,
however, be evident that various modifications and
changes may be made thereto without departing from
the broader scope of the technical concept. The present-
ed preferred embodiments are exemplary only, and are
not exhaustive of the scope of the technical concept pre-
sented herein. Accordingly, the scope of protection is not
limited to the preferred embodiments described in the
specification, but is only limited by the claims that follow.

Claims

1. A video display system, comprising:

- a video signal source (110) configured to re-
ceive a plurality of video signals comprising vid-
eo frames,
- a display controller (120) configured to display
the video frames of the video signals such that
the video frames of at least one video signal are
alternated with the video frames of at least one
other video signal,
- at least one pair of shutter glasses (150) con-
figured to be driven by a synchronization signal,
- a shutter glasses synchronizer (140) config-
ured to synchronize the operation of the shutter
glasses (150) with the display of the video
frames of the video signals via synchronization
signals,
characterized in that
- the shutter glasses synchronizer (140) is con-
figured to transmit a synchronization signal for
each displayed video signal on a separate syn-
chronization channel, and
- at least one of the shutter glasses (150) com-
prises a synchronization channel selector (153)
configured to receive the synchronization signal
via a synchronization channel and to change the
synchronization channel via which to receive the
synchronization signal.

2. The video display system according to claim 1, com-
prising at least two pairs of shutter glasses (150)
configured to be driven by individual synchronization
signals transmitted on separate synchronization
channels, wherein at least one of the shutter glasses
(150) comprises a synchronization channel selector
(153) configured to change the synchronization
channel to a channel via which a synchronization
signal is received by another pair of shutter glasses
(150).

3. The video display system according to any of previ-
ous claims, wherein the video signals are mono vid-
eo signals and/or stereoscopic video signals.

4. The video display system according to any of previ-
ous claims, wherein the shutter glasses synchroniz-
er (140) comprises a timing synchronizer (141) con-
figured to generate synchronization signals for each
video signal based on individual parameters of the
video signal.

5. The video display system according to any of previ-
ous claims, wherein at least one synchronization sig-
nal is scrambled and wherein at least one of the shut-
ter glasses (150) comprises a synchronization chan-
nel selector (153) configured to descramble the syn-
chronization signal.

6. The video display system according to any of previ-
ous claims, wherein at least one of the shutter glass-
es (150) comprises a signal source controller (152)
configured to configure parameters of the video sig-
nal to be displayed for the particular pair of shutter
glasses (150).

7. The video display system according to claim 6,
wherein the signal source controller (152) is control-
lable by the user via a user interface (602) embedded
within the frame of the shutter glasses (150).

8. The video display system according to any of previ-
ous claims, wherein the synchronization channel fur-
ther comprises an identifier of the video signal and/or
an identifier of a pair of shutter glasses (150).

9. A shutter glasses (150) device, comprising:

- a controller (154) configured to drive a left shut-
ter glass (155) and a right shutter glass (156)
responsively to a synchronization signal
characterized in that it further comprises
- a synchronization channel selector (153), con-
figured to receive the synchronization signal via
one of a plurality of synchronization channels
and to change the synchronization channel via
which the synchronization signal is received.

10. The shutter glasses (150) device according to claim
9, further comprising a user interface (601) embed-
ded within the frame of the shutter glasses (150) for
controlling the synchronization channel selector
(153).

11. The shutter glasses (150) device according to claim
9 or 10, further comprising an embedded display
(611) configured to display additional information re-
ceived in the synchronization channel.
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12. A method for operating shutter glasses (150) com-
prising the step of:

- driving a left shutter glass (155) and a right
shutter glass (156) responsively to a synchroni-
zation signal,
characterized in that it further comprises the
steps of
- receiving the synchronization signal via one of
a plurality of synchronization channels, and
- in response to a user request, changing the
synchronization channel via which the synchro-
nization signal is received.

13. The method according to claim 12, further compris-
ing the step of, upon activation of the shutter glasses
(150), sending a video feed start request to a display
controller (120), the video feed start request com-
prising an identifier of a video signal.

14. The method according to any of claims 12-13, further
comprising the step of, upon deactivation of the shut-
ter glasses (150), sending a video feed stop request
to a display controller (120), the video feed stop re-
quest comprising an identifier of the shutter glasses
(150).

15. The method according to any of claims 12-14, further
comprising the steps of receiving a descrambling key
and descrambling the data received via the synchro-
nization channel using the descrambling key.
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